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THE GETTYS GROUP
ROGER HILL, CHAIRMAN/CEO AND
A N D R E W F A Y, P R E S I D E N T / C O O

combines a strong local sensibility with a global perspective. SPACE’s Can
Faik meets CEO Roger Hill and President Andrew Fay...

T

strategy, design and implementation, and is extraordinary
in its capacity to execute brilliantly in Interior Design,
Consulting, Branding and Procurement. This organisational
which enables The Gettys Group to drive innovative, and
authentic solutions to every project.

Tell me about your role at The Gettys Group?
Roger Hill, Chairman/CEO and Andrew Fay, President/COO
Through our global leadership at The Gettys Group, we’ve looked to transform
the standard business model for hospitality design, taking branding,

What words would you use to describe The Gettys Group?
RH & AF Thought leaders, innovators, disruptors, forward thinkers, cutting-

How long have you been involved with hotel design?
RH The Gettys Group has been designing hotels for nearly 30 years. Andrew
Fay and I, along with some college friends, created The Gettys Group shortly

Roger Hill, Chairman/CEO
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RH
and branding and understand that designers must speak a universal language
of business and strategy as well as design. We also have a highly collaborative,
creative culture at The Gettys Group, which provides a variety of service
memorable guest experiences. We work across the globe and the
environments we create are people-centric, engaging, innovative, thoughtful
and ultimately enhance the experience of the end-user.
We develop brand promises and then bring them to life in the built
environment. We thread a story through everything we do.
Have you noticed any particular trends in hotel design?
RH & AF
sphere – especially where connectivity is concerned. We took this into
consideration with a recent project: Hotel RL Baltimore - part of a new hotel

with two distinct areas to promote connectivity:
: A new gathering and stadium-seating concept in the open
pavilion-style lobby where guests can plug in and utilise complimentary Wi-Fi
an events platform to host and broadcast entertainment
and TED-style talks that will eventually be broadcast across all RL locations
How important are public spaces in hotels?
RH & AF Extremely important. The Gettys Group’s mission is to fully understand
and shape the traveler’s experience. Our design approach considers the
moment the guest steps through the lobby doors all the way to their guestroom
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and looks to create a destination, often by celebrating the building’s authentic architecture
and enhancing the design in a newly discovered way to tell a story. Our public spaces aim
Hotel lobbies are becoming a default place for mobile workers, placing additional demands
on the designer’s ability to deliver versatility in hotel layout and design. Hotel public spaces
are increasingly becoming more important social hubs in major urban markets.
We recently transformed the Renaissance Chicago Downtown Hotel with a lobby
designed to create “Instagramable” interactive moments with select pockets that
welcome exploration and discovery, including the VIP Club Lounge, Artist Studio,

RH & AF

the largest and fastest-growing market for hotels globally.
Have you seen exceptional growth in any part of the world in hotel design?
RH & AF We continue to see wonderful advancements in the design of select-service
growth rates in key markets as owners and operators access various electronic channels
to build their individual brand identities.
What is the biggest thing the company has learnt over its years in the industry?
AF Given the nature of the business, attracting and retaining the brightest, most innovative

Bleachers, lobby

Front desk
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Renaissance Chicago Downtown Hotel, library

number one challenge. We understand that as a service provider, our team members

What’s next for you?
RH & AF
rooftop reveal of the Renaissance Chicago Downtown Hotel this spring. We’re also looking to

RH
Middle East, we operate and design with a global perspective, but we always tailor our

What does design mean to you?
RH & AF The Gettys Group is at the cutting edge of what’s new in hotel, resort, restaurant, spa,
casino and entertainment venue design. As designers, innovation and creativity is our primary
currency. We are constantly striving to be cultural anthropologists by understanding the world
around the project and carrying that through in an authentic, culturally-sensitive design.
emotional connections with the end-users. Great design also improves people’s well
being in new and meaningful ways.
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What would be your dream hotel project?
AF An aspirational program on a compelling site, that includes room
to breathe spatially, opportunities for compelling solutions for
fair budget (does not need to be overly extravagant), a brisk schedule

Where currently ranks highest on your travel wish list?
RH & AF
supposedly the happiest country in the world
Where do you see hotel design in the future?
RH & AF The success of a project is directly linked to the creation of
teams that can translate the brand design concepts into tangible
elements in the built environment are the wave of the future.
Where are the three best places you’ve ever stayed?
RH & AF Projects that captivate our senses and engage us on an
emotional level are always at the top of the list.

do you aim to achieve a good balance and what do those closest
to you think of your attempts?
RH & AF
time zones on multiple continents. Enhanced connectivity also
blurs the boundaries between work-life and personal time.
as possible are ways we try to manage the balance!

Renaissance Chicago Downtown Hotel, lobby bathroom
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